Application Brief

Validating In-Building Wireless
Coverage®of Public Safety, LTE,
and Wi-Fi Networks
Meet Public Safety Requirements and Overcome
Key Technical Challenges to In-Building Coverage
Mapping
This application brief will explain how to conduct radio frequency coverage mapping testing utilizing an
Anritsu MS27101A-IBCM In-Building Coverage Mapping bundle made up of a Remote Spectrum Monitor
MS27101A and NEON® Signal Mapper MA8100A solutions.

Application Description
Validating wireless network coverage for in-building applications presents
a few different challenges for contractors and network engineers. There
are both legal requirements to satisfy as well as technical challenges to
overcome. This product brief defines a methodology to meet both
conditions using the Anritsu MS27101A-IBCM In-Building Coverage Mapper
product.
With the advent of public safety networks such as P25 and TETRA, many
governments and municipalities worldwide require guaranteed coverage
validation for new and existing buildings. While exact regulations can vary
from region to region, a good example is the US-based NFPA 72
requirement for in-building DAS and Wi-Fi systems:
“Critical areas, such as the fire command center(s), the fire pump room(s),
exit stairs, exit passageways, elevator lobbies, standpipe cabinets, sprinkler
sectional valve locations, and other areas deemed critical by the authority
having jurisdiction, shall be provided with 99 percent floor area radio
coverage.”
While the general scope may be clear and concise, the actual implementation of validating coverage presents
some technical challenges. First and foremost, a GPS signal, which is the most common way for analysis
tools to coordinate position data with any kind of test data results, is notoriously unreliable inside buildings,
especially multi-story ones. If multiple level basements are included, correlating coverage RF data with
position becomes almost impossible.
This lack of GPS signal is especially evident in the “critical areas” defined in the NFPA72 specification clause
above. In particular, exit stairs, standpipe cabinets, and sprinkler sectional valve controls are all areas that
are isolated (for good reason) from main areas making GPS signal availability even more sparse.

In terms of the technical challenges, the main one relates to the practicality of building contractors having
to harbor this responsibility. While in-building networks do not have legal requirements for the commercial
side, there still may be occupancy permit requirements from the building owners requiring a certain
coverage guarantee. While current standards state that only a single network must be validated (say a P25
public safety network), the reality is that most modern networks have multiple in-building bands that will all
require validation and this is where problems can arise. If building contractors have to perform an RF
scanning exercise for each band, the testing exercise will multiply linearly by the number of bands to
validate the entire building. This will bear a huge cost for the building contractors. Ideally, there would be
only walkthrough that can validate everything simultaneously.

The Solution: MS27101A-IBCM In-Building Coverage Mapper
The MS27101A-IBCM In-Building Coverage Mapper
solution is designed specifically to address the
challenges that come with validating an in-building
network. The solution does not require a GPS signal,
instead using a local “tracker” to coordinate its
position with the RF readings so a true 3D map can
be created. This enables technicians to easily pinpoint
weak or no-coverage areas and address them
appropriately. This also aids in the documentation
for legal requirements.
The MS27101A-IBCM solution can also scan up to 6
different frequencies simultaneously. In-building
networks that contain LTE bands, Wi-Fi, P25, or any
other bands that be read simultaneously in a single
Figure 1: NEON Command software 3D mapping capability
walkthrough – saving significant time and cost. It is
housed is a backpack with customized foam to protect the systems during walkthroughs, and because it
weighs only 4 kg, fatigue is minimized. The battery pack lasts 4 hours, which is enough to cover a large
multi-story building.

Required Hardware and Software
The MS27101A-IBCM solution provides the scanning hardware and
software necessary to complete a full in-building coverage mapping
exercise*. The solution includes:
• R
 emote Spectrum Monitor MS27101A: This unit offers
outstanding sweep speeds even for smaller resolution (RBW) or
video bandwidths (VBW), which is important for narrowband
communications standards such as analog FM, P25, TETRA,
DMR, and dPMR. For instance, dPMR uses 6.25 kHz channels,
P25 and DMR use 12.5 kHz channels, and TETRA channels are
usually separated into 25 kHz blocks within a 5 MHz
frequency segment.

Figure 2: All components are housed
• N
 EON Tracker device: This wearable unit delivers the in-building
conveniently in a backpack.
position to the tracking software. It is capable of tracking your
position in 3D, so the tracking exercise can include stairwells, elevators, and other hard to track areas.

• N
 EON Signal Mapper application (Android-based): This software controls the spectrum monitor by
collecting the RF data from the user-defined frequency bands, and coordinating it with the position data.
• N
 EON Command Software (PC-based): The collected position and RF scanning data are analyzed
with this software. Frequency reports can be created and 2D/3D coverage mapping images can be
generated. It also automatically gathers the building outlines from satellite data. Floor plans are easily
input from photos. (See next section for details.)
• B
 attery pack: The portable battery can last up to 4 hours of scanning.
• S
 olution backpack: The entire solution is packaged neatly into a single backpack, making
walkthroughs a breeze. It is durable yet light, weighing only 4 kg (10 lbs).
* Note: The user is required to supply the Android device and Windows PC. An antenna is also needed and will depend upon the
frequencies needing to be tested. A complete list of Anritsu antennas can be found in the Anritsu Antenna and Antenna Kits
Technical Data Sheet (P/N 11410-00376) on anritsu.com.
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Setting up the In-Building Coverage Mapper
There are 5 steps to setting up the MS27101A-IBCM solution for testing:
1. Check for proper device communication
2. Set scanning frequencies.
3. Import building outline and floor plan
4. Calibrate tracker with your in-building position.
5. Display and analyze data.
Before starting the sequence below, the hardware needs to go through a one-time setup process. This can
be found in the MS27101-IBCM Quick Start Guide on anritsu.com.

Step 1: Checking the Communication
Interface
To perform a communication test between the
Remote Spectrum Monitor MS27101A and the
Android device, open a web browser on the
Android device and type in the IP address of
the Remote Spectrum Monitor unit
(192.168.0.150).
The screen shown in Figure 3 will appear. If it
does not, please refer to the MS27101A-IBCM
Quick Start Guide to troubleshoot the
problem.
Once communication with the Remote
Spectrum Monitor MS27101A has been verified,
you can close the web browser and setup the
NEON Signal Mapper application.

Figure 3: Verifying communication between the Android device
and the Remote Spectrum Monitor

Step 2: Configuration of the NEON Signal
Mapper Application for Multi-Frequency
Tracking
The following steps will configure the NEON Signal
Mapper application:
1. Open the NEON Signal Mapper application on the
Android device.

→

2. G
 o to Anritsu Settings
Device IP Address. Enter
the IP address of the Remote Spectrum Monitor
(192.168.0.150).

→

3. G
 o to Anritsu Setting
Anritsu Channel Scanner
Setup. Hit ADD CHANNEL and enter all frequencies
of interest by defining frequency, SPAN, RBW, and Ref
Level. Click OK to confirm the settings (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Enter frequencies that need to be scanned

Note: The Remote Spectrum Monitor hardware can support frequencies from 9 kHz to 6 GHz, making it appropriate for all current
public safety, LTE, and Wi-Fi bands
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Step 3: Import Building Outline and Floor Plan
The building outline is automatically
input by the NEON Command software.
It understands the current location
coordinate, then grabs the building
outline from its database of satellite
images.
Once that is done, the user can simply
take a picture of the floor plan, normally
available at a main entrance or exit to
the floor, or by the elevator doors and
fire exits. The photo of the floor plan is
overlaid onto the building floor plan and
adjusted by the user until there is a fit
(Figure 5). There is also a manual editing
mode if a picture of a floor plan is not
available.
Figure 5: Importing building outline and floor plan
The software has multiple edit modes
depending upon the complexity and
shape of both the building and the floor plan. Please see the NEON Command Software User Guide for
more details

Step 4: Calibration of the NEON Tracker and
Walkthrough
The NEON Tracker unit needs to be calibrated so it knows
its own position relative to the position inside the
building and the floor. This only needs to be done once
per walkthrough.
1. I dentify the starting point by placing an avatar
onto the corresponding position of the floor plan
in the Android device.
2. C
 alibrate the tracking unit to the user’s individual
stride characteristics by walking at a normal
pace for a minimum of 10 meters in a straight line
and marking the end position on the floor plan.
While this two-point calibration is sufficient, it is
recommended that the user perform the additional
calibration step of going back to the original start
position and marking it as the third calibration
point for better accuracy.
3. O
 nce the calibration process is complete, the
MS27101A-IBCM solution is ready to start taking
measurements. Press the green play button and
remember to walk normally (just like during the
calibration process) and observe that the
measurement results in the bottom right corner
are changing.

Figure 6: Using the NEON Signal Mapper to calibrate
starting position.
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Step 5: Display and Analysis of the Measurement Data
At the end of the walk-through, save the measurement data either locally to the Android device (if it is
sensitive and confidential data) or upload it to the included TRX Cloud Storage service. To process and
display the data, open the file in the NEON Command software, and select the frequencies of interest to
plot, and click on the Generate Map button. This will generate a coverage map of the entire walkthrough
area and show color coded RF levels.
For more formal reporting, coverage reports showing the floor plan with a heat map overlay are available
to export in PDF format. Options are available to display the data across a grid, show only individual
frequencies scanned, or display the exact location dot of the RF measurement. Formal reporting will help
provide the documentation necessary to satisfy compliance requirements.

Figure 7: Results of a multi-frequency coverage mapping measurement in NEON Command software

Figure 8: Formal grid report showing floor plan with heat map overlay
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Figure 9: Results of a multi-frequency coverage mapping measurement in NEON Command software

Conclusion
The MS27101A-IBCM In-Building Coverage Mapper solution is a complete software and hardware package
that allows easy coverage mapping of single or multi-story buildings. It overcomes a major challenge of
doing an in-building coverage exercise as it does not require a GPS signal to do its testing. This give the
solution the ability to provide coverage mapping of traditionally difficult areas such as stairwells, elevators,
and other areas critical to public safety requirements.
The 5-step process to import building floor plan data, calibrate position, complete the walk-through, and
analyze the results is simple and straightforward. Analysis results can be stored locally in the required Android
device for security purposes or uploaded to the cloud for reporting convenience. The results can be displayed
in 2D or 3D so engineers can visually inspect for weak coverage areas.
Several features are built into the solution for both convenience as well as time and cost savings. It is housed
in a light, all-in-one backpack so technicians are not burdened with cumbersome equipment. Multiple
frequencies can be scanned in a single walk-through, saving expensive manpower costs. It also has 4-hour
battery life, giving it the ability to do a large multi-story building in a single charge. Finally, the hardware
can support from 9 kHz to 6 GHz, which supports all current public safety, LTE, and Wi-Fi bands.
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